questions about the nature of the relationship between Sidney and Astrophil.
Few academic writers will wish at present to reverse the movement away from autobiographical interpretation, but the keenest new critic must acknowledge in all common sense that attempts to split Sidney and Astrophil apart have a problem with the intimations in the poem that they are, in some respects at least, to be identified. It is not only that Stella's husband is called "Rich," though it is disconcerting that just when we had agreed upon the lack of external evidence for an intense relationship between Sidney and Penelope, Jean Robertson has discov- This makes no sense unless we recognise an allusion to Sidney's coat of arms, not by way of a naive biographical quest, but as part of the experience of reading the poem.
If Astrophil and Sidney are fairly close then there is no problem, but if the poem is Sidney's dire warning of the dangers of the overthrow of reason and all Christian values by sexual passion-"Sidney's mimesis of sensual love's folly"8 -then it is very strange that he should wish to identify himself at all with his protagonist. Astrophil's detractors have not faced this problem.
II
Yet the arguments for a radical separation between the moral stances of Astrophil and the poem as a whole-the presumed Sidney-are powerful. Notice first that it is unprecedented for the male poet-lover to assume a name ("Astrophil" is specified in Song 8). Ladies have namesCorinna, Laura, Helene-fictional or otherwise-but the main speaker remains or pretends to remain Ovid, Petrarch, Ronsard. Astrophil is the first named male protagonist, perhaps because Sidney wants to dissociate himself from him.
This view makes it possible to reconcile Astrophil and Stella with the Defence of Poetry. Sidney's definition is uncompromising:
Poesy therefore is an art of imitation, for so Aristotle termeth it in the word mimesis -that is to say, a representing, counterfeiting, or figuring forth-to speak metaphorically, a speaking picture-with this end, to teach and delight.9
Two points here: first, poetry is fiction, the "counterfeiting" of a "speaking picture"; second, it is supposed to teach. Sidney elaborates, "it is that feigning notable images of virtues, vices, or what else, with that delightful teaching, which must be the right describing note to know a poet by" (Defence, p. 27). Therefore the speaker of Astrophil and Stella should be a fiction and the poem should display a distinct ethical bent. The Defence indicates the kind of teaching we might expect in Astrophil and Stella when Sidney only cautiously defends love poetry: he allows that there may be "scurrility" in "many leaves of the poets' books" and replies only that abuses of poetry need not discredit the whole activity (p. 54). Later he remarks, without the argument requiring it, that love poetry would be better employed, "and with how heavenly fruit, both private and public, in singing the praises of the immortal beauty: the immortal goodness of that God who giveth us hands to write and wits to conceive" (Defence, p. 69). This seems to align Sidney decisively against Astrophil's importunity and with Stella's virtue, for instance in sonnet 81, where she rejects his offer to publicize her kiss, saying "She builds her fame on higher seated praise."
Of course, there is a great gap between theory and creation in literature; Sidney could have put on his official self for the Defence but exposed his passionate feelings, or at any rate been more tolerant, in his sonnets. But Sidney was not obliged to defend poetry, and certainly not in the earnest manner he chooses-Puttenham and Harington, for instance, are far more casual, especially about love poetry. Anyone inclined to set aside the ethical insistence of the Defence should propose a reason why Sidney should trouble to construct an elaborate justification which would not cover the very kind of poetry he wished to write, perhaps was already writing. The persuasion fails with Astrophil, and the sonnet concludes with Desire crying for food. We may think of the "hard-hearted evil men" in the Defence who "think virtue a school name, and know no other good but indulgere genio, and therefore despise the austere admonitions of the philosopher, and feel not the inward reason they stand upon." Even such men, Sidney hopes, "will steal to see the form of goodness" and take the "medicine of cherries" presented in poetry (Defence, p. 41), but Astrophil, whilst appreciating Stella's beauty, remains recalcitrant. He defeats Sidney's neoplatonic poetic.
It is difficult to overestimate the impact on the love tradition of Astrophil's explicit rejection of virtue. This is not something he discovers as the sequence proceeds, it occurs as an outright confrontation at the start, conditioning all that follows. Love is recognized as vain, oppressive and at odds with virtue-there is no serious pretense that it can be For centuries poets had been calling their ladies divine, but in ways which evaded a direct challenge to Christianity. Some-Dante and the Neoplatonists-made the lady and the relationship so idealized that they appear to harmonize with Christianity. This is what Stella had in mind when she said "That love she did, but loved a Love not blind" (62). Others kept religious considerations so far from the context that they seem not to impinge-for the duration of the poem we credit the values of the lovers. The pagan setting of Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde means that Christian objections need not, for the time being, arise; instead they occur with tantalizing independence in the palinode. Wyatt is not afraid that his passion is wrong (rather than ill-advised) until he is disappointed; then his sense that Cupid "hath made me regarde god muche lesse then I ought"'0 is only one line in a lengthy complaint. His Penitential Psalms seem to be written out of another state of consciousness altogether.
Petrarch is largely responsible for the presentation of love as an ethical problem. In Rime 6 ("Si traviatto e '1 folle mi' desio") he uses, like Sidney, the image of a horse: his desire has strayed and calling and spurring it are of no avail; indeed, it has seized the bridle. But he has none of Astrophil's jaunty satisfaction, on the contrary, he says desire is directing him to his death, to the laurel which poisons rather than assuages wounds. This is Petrarch's characteristic stance: he accepts Laura's reprimands, is rueful and apologetic: In his judgments at the end of the story Euarchus strongly endorses matrimony, which he calls "the most holy conjunction that falls to mankind, out of which all families, and so consequently all societies, do proceed, which not only by community of goods but community of children is to knit the minds in a most perfect union which whoso breaks dissolves all humanity" (Old Arcadia, p. 383).
Astrophil and Stella must be related to the endorsement of marriage in the Old Arcadia: it either violates it (if we approve of Astrophil) or bases upon it a critique of the passionate love usually displayed in sonnets. Taking the first alternative, it is not of course improbable that an earnest protestant who had written warmly about marriage should fall for a married lady and even write passionate sonnets to her. But we have here more than this: an organized sequence with at least the outline of a plot and thematic development. If we take the second alternative then the obvious parallel is bold adaption of the sonnet sequence to the protestant ethos in Spenser's Amoretti. There the poet yearns for his lady with the usual idealistic admiration and some complaints at her cruelty, but from the beginning proposes "to knit the knot, that ever shall remaine" (6)-marriage.'6 The turning point is the pair of contrasting sonnets addressed to "her that is most assured to her selfe" (58, 59). There Elizabeth's pride, which he has often censured as coldness, is redefined, as a complaint at the "proud fayre" is succeeded by a definitive recognition of the value of a proper Christian confidence in the power of the virtuous soul: Allusions to Sidney and Lady Rich should be regarded in context with other elements of self-consciousness in the poem-other features that disturb our immersion in the usual sonneteer's theme of his love for his lady. The most obvious is the group of sonnets about the writing of sonnets (1, 3, 6, 15, 28, 55, 74, 90 ). There Astrophil asserts his individuality and sincerity by decrying the practice of other love poets; notoriously, he violates his own precepts continually (even the line " 'Foole,' said my Muse to me, 'looke in thy heart and write' " contains a conventional appeal to the muse!). I feel that theories which require us to distinguish two poets-Sidney and Astrophil -one given to witty conceits and the other not, are too involved. The primary effect of these poems is less specific than that, but larger in its consequences: it sharpens the reader's awareness that he is reading a poem. Of course, all readers know they are reading, but usually one makes a distinction between plot, character, and theme, and the literary contrivance which has disposed them. A consciousness of Astrophil as a writer confuses these two levels by bringing the creating poet to the surface as an element in the poem alongside the passionate lover. When he claims brevity as the soul of sincerity, declaring "all the Map of my state I display, / When trembling voice brings forth that I do Stella love" (6) we must remark that he has already elaborated his sentiments over six sonnets. When he begins, "You that with allegorie's curious frame, / Of other's children changelings use to make" (28), he speaks directly out of the poem to the reader, telling him how to regard the verse of which his very words are part. Such remarks are manifestly in the poem, but they seem to afford a glimpse -how large we cannot tell-of the mind which is behind the poem. He goes on to insist, When I say "Stella," I do meane the same Princesse of Beautie, for whose only sake The raines of Love I love, though never slake.
But who does he mean when he says "Astrophil"? The relationship between the speaker and the creating poet becomes an issue within the poem. Is there a fictional persona between us and the real poet or is there not? Our impulse to take Astrophil as a fiction or as Sidney, or even as a stable compound of the two, is frustrated.
The fact that Astrophil's protestations upon style are themselves conventional adds to our awareness of the poetic artifact-Propertius, Petrarch, Ronsard, and Desportes similarly rejected all sources of inspiration other than their ladies; Du Bellay in "Contre les Petrarquistes" voiced just Astrophil's strictures on Petrarchism; Astrophil's most lively repudiation of tradition, the octave of sonnet 74, alludes to the prologue of Persius' Satires, a popular passage used also by Ronsard, Pontus de Tyard, Thomas Sackville, and Chaucer in the Prologue to the Franklin's Tale. Conventional denials of convention also invite us to discern poets behind poets: they disturb our sense of the gap between fiction and actuality.
The strange hovering between levels of reality created by these sonnets is supported by many more which refer to Astrophil as a writer (13,  18, 19, 21, 23, 34, 35, 40, 44, 50, 57, 58, 69, 70, 79, 81, 84, song 5, 93) . We are invited to reach through language to an experience by comments like "What may words say, or what may words not say, / Where truth it selfe must speake like flatterie?" (35), and "0 joy, too high for my low stile to show" (69), but at the same time we are made conscious of the medium itself, a sonnet sequence written by a poet (whoever he is). Some of these allusions to the process of writing are particularly teasing. In sonnet 45 Astrophil remarks that Stella shows him no pity but was moved to tears by a tale "Of Lovers never knowne." He proposes therefore to fictionalize himself: 
Phoebus drew wide the curtaines of the skies
To blaze these last, and sware devoutly then, The first, thus matcht, were scarcely Gentlemen.
We are obliged to bring the various meanings of the sonnet together and to add a further level of awareness by the word "blaze." It means 1. make widely known; 2. cause to shine vividly (the god Apollo shifts into his role as sun, dispersing clouds and making bright things blaze with light); 3. depict according to the rules of heraldry; 4. present a blazon or catalogue of the lady's features. Now, this last meaning refers to the poetic device which has just been used, so that behind the themes and imagery of the poem-Stella's beauty, Phoebus-the sun, heraldry-there appears a further dimension in which the poet contrives poetic figures. At the same time, these lines contain one of the key references to Lady Rich: Cupid's insignia.resemble closely those of her family. Sidney's aim, it seems, is deliberately to combine shifting levels of fiction, requiring us to hold simultaneously the story of Astrophil and Stella, several layers of metaphor, an awareness behind that of a creating poet and an occasional glimpse of actual people. The poem sets out to unsettle the reader by resisting his attempts to bring the speaker into focus. This, I think, is the main poetic function of the allusions to Sidney and Penelope in Astrophil and Stella: a contribution to the shifting levels of reality with which the poem plays throughout.
The lack of consistency in point of view is consistent with such a strategy. Many of the sonnets are Astrophil's sotto voce reflections, some are addressed to Stella, some to other people, in song 9 Astrophil is suddenly transformed to a shepherd, occasionally there is an impossible present (in 38 Astrophil is asleep for part of the sonnet, in 44 Stella enters at line 12 destroying his resolution but not the flow of the sonnet.) Crucial events are given dramatically. In the fourth song, Astrophil's first full attempt at seduction, Stella has a stylized reply at the end of each stanza: "No, no, no, no, my Deare, let be." The eighth song, his ultimate, most straightforward and most attractive effort to persuade Stella to physical consummation, is presented as a past-tense, third-person narrative in which each of the characters is allowed a passage in direct speech. Sidney seems determined to prevent the reader from settling into a stable relationship with his protagonist.
This effect occurs to some extent in all poems written in the first person where there is some indication that the speaker is not to be taken as the poet. Kate Hamburger in The Logic of Literature has shown that third-person narrative, by its very structural suppositions, places an action within a manifestly created world, sets it apart from the reader as fictive (even though it may be based on fact). It offers images of reality. First-person presentation-the mode essentially of the lyric-posits, contrastingly, a real-life existence for the speaker. Whatever his relationship to the poet may be in fact, the first-person speaker presents himself on the same plane of reality as the reader, and this constitutes a claim for his actual historical existence. We have the illusion at least of direct access to him, he is not mediated through a narrator. Astrophil and Stella is spoken substantially in the first person but at the same time there are indications-at the simplest, the name "Astrophil"-that the speaker is fictive. Thus it belongs to a special class which hovers between lyric and fiction-the class of dramatic monologue. Kate Hamburger calls it a "feint": an evidently invented speaker masquerades in the first person which customarily signifies the poet's voice. 
IV
Aspects of the foregoing argument are anticipated by critics prepared to endorse Astrophil, especially J. G. Nichols (The Poetry of Sir Philip Sidney, pp. 85-95). He believes that "sudden references to reality have the effect of making us more aware of the fiction, more conscious that the sequence is mainly fiction" (p. 87), whereas I think the critical history of the poem shows that readers are disturbed rather than reassured. Further, Nichols believes that Sidney's aim was to emphasize "that the poems are skilful artefacts and hint at their relation to the raw material of art, the poet's life and experience" (p. 95). This is difficult to understand but may be true. Yet we might expect a more essential relationship between the treatment of the persona and the themes of Astrophil and Stella.
I propose that Sidney's reason for cultivating the ambivalence of the feint is to enforce the kind of critical analysis of Astrophil's attitudes which we have already discussed. For this purpose he needs the reader to be involved with Astrophil, to share his experience and so prove it within himself; but detached to the extent of realizing the implications of Astrophil's approach. The reader is drawn into a sympathetic bond with Astrophil by being obliged to view events through his eyes, but at the same time is made aware of grounds for disquiet. The aim, I think, is that the reader may discover in himself his own propensity to such errors. Swift (who raised the same critical problems with book four of Gulliver's Travels) observed that satire is a glass wherein the reader sees every face but his own. Making the reader identify, to some degree, with the figure who is criticized may oblige him to recognize his own fallibility.
This strategy is not alien to the mind of the time. It provided for Luther and Calvin the solution to the problem of how to read the Psalms, which include poems of despair and rebellion against God. Calvin explains that they are an aid to self-examination, involving the reader in a range of emotional states so that he comes to appreciate his own fallibility: Not without cause am I woont to terme this book the Anatomy of all the partes of the Soule, inasmuch as a man shalnot find any affection in himselfe, whereof the Image appeereth not in this glasse. Yea rather, the holy Ghost hath heere lyvely set out before our eyes, all the greefes, sorowes, feares, doutes, hopes, cares, anguisshes, and finally all the trubblesome motions wherewith mennes mindes are woont to be turmoyled. The rest of the Scripture conteineth what commaundmentes God hath enjoyned to his servauntes to be brought unto us. But in this booke, the Prophets themselves talking with God, bycause they discover all the inner thoughtes, do call or drawe every one of us to the peculiar examination of himself, so as no whit of all the infirmities to which wee are subject, and of so many vyces wherewith we are fraughted, may abyde hidden.18
We are to identify with David, finding ourselves in him, yet not to endorse all his attitudes, so exposing our own inadequacies. Herbert's Temple may well be designed to this plan. Astrophil and Stella could not be called "the Anatomy of all the partes of the Soule," but it does offer a comprehensive insight through Astrophil's own inner thoughts into the specific dilemma of a man overwhelmed by passionate love, and it might well draw the reader to the private examination of his own tendency towards such infirmity.
In fact a similar approach to love poetry was suggested by Wyatt, who wrote a poem beginning, "Lament my losse, my labor, and my payne, / All ye that here mye wofull playnte and crye": This kind of combination of responses may also explain the last part of the Old A rcadia, where there is a strange discordance between the stern judgments of Euarchus and the amiable trick in the plot which enables everyone to go unpunished. In part this may be a measure of Sidney's sympathy with the plight of human beings in a fallen world, but there is surely strategy here too. We are attracted at first by the fine qualities of Pyrocles and Musidorus and by the narrator's pleasant tone, and it is only slowly that the princes' qualities are turned to unworthy purposes and the plot darkens. Thus the reader, through his initial sympathy, is carried along with the princes until, at the end, his feeling for them clashes with the overall justice of the decisions in the trial; so he is brought to realize within himself the nature of the errors committed and to recognize the fallibility of even the best of mankind. Allowing all the characters to live happily ever after retains the reader's delight in the fiction-the delight which, Sidney believed, persuades the reader to regard the moral.
There is direct evidence of the congeniality of such an approach to Sidney in the Arcadian song "As I behind a bush did sit" (Old Arcadia, pp. 146-52). Plangus has ample cause to grieve about injustice in the world but Boulon ("counsel") answers with Christian advice against blasphemy and despair: Alas, while we are wrapped in foggy mist Of our self-love (so passions do deceive) We think they [the gods] hurt when they do most assist. The narrator himself is so affected by events that his song has to be broken off; but the sequence proceeds relentlessly to chronicle Astrophil's downfall. The narrator is involved, yet committed to the larger ethical perspective.
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